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What’s
happening this
weekend? See
the Planner, D2

Fan Fest 2015
is coming. We
have details.
Friday

REVIEW

‘Strange Pilgrims’

Contemporary Austin exhibit
draws viewers into art experience.
By Jeanne Claire van Ryzin
jvanryzin@statesman.com

S

Bruce Nauman’s “Green Light Corridor” is part of
the “Strange Pilgrims” exhibit at the Contemporary.
JEANNE CLAIRE VAN RYZIN. / AMERICAN-STATESMAN

Angelbert Metoyer’s “Untitled (Indigo Series A-Z)”
is from the exhibit “Strange Pilgrims.” CONTRIBUTED BY
BRIAN FITZSIMMONS

“Institute for Turbulence Research” (from “Tornado Warning”), Charles
Atlas’ four-channel synchronized video installation, is part of the
exhibit “Strange Pilgrims.” CONTRIBUTED BY BRIAN FITZSIMMONS

ince the “Strange Pilgrims” exhibit opened in late September, pictures of the bubbling mass of white
foam spewing onto the Laguna Gloria
lawn have made the rounds on Austin
social media.
It’s not surprising. Though it’s activated only on Saturdays at 1 p.m., Roger Hiorns’ installation — called “A Retrospective
View of the Pathway” — has proven irresistible
to children and adults alike.
Who doesn’t want to experience the joyful
sensation of running your arm — or your entire
body — through a cloud of soft, shiny bubbles as
they gurgle out onto the green lakeside lawn?
Not every piece in “Strange Pilgrims,” which
runs through Jan. 24, is as gleefully playful as
Hiorns’ bubbles. But it’s nevertheless all a good,
and thought-provoking, time.
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Some pieces are mystical, like Angelbert
Metoyer’s installation of indigo blue figurines,
arranged in the Contemporary’s Jones Center gallery much like they are in Metoyer’s New
Orleans home.
Others are strangely voyeuristic. You can sit
down, flip through magazines and help yourself to the coffee and cookies laid out in a pair of
scrupulously realistic offices created by British
artist Phil Collins.
Your anxiety is teased out, too. Bruce Nauman’s “Green Light Corridor” is a mere 1 foot
wide but 40 feet long. It challenges the less
claustrophobic — and not-so-thick visitor — to
shimmy through its entire length, emerging
on the end relieved but dizzy from the intense
green fluorescent light.
And there’s a bit of nervousness — and funhouse effect — to Charles Atlas’ multichannel
video installation inspired by the tornado warnings the artist experienced as a child in the Midwest. As it projects on the wall and spills on the
floor, a black-and-white spiral induces more
than a little disorientation.
“Strange Pilgrims” boasts a nicely democratic gamut of artists, from internationally recognized, established names like Yoko Ono, Atlas
and Nauman to emerging folks, including Austin-based Andy Coolquitt and the local photographers’ collective Lakes Were Rivers.
The Contemporary uses the entirety of its

Exhibit continued on D3
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CAT CAFÉ

It’s ‘meow’ open for feline fans My Morning Jacket dives into deep
5 things to expect
during a visit to Austin’s
new Blue Cat Café.

Rebecca Gray
and Jacques
Casimir are the
co-owners of
East Austin’s
Blue Cat Café,
a cat-themed
restaurant
with adoption
services on-site.

By Mary Huber
mhuber@statesman.com

Austin has long been a
dog-friendly city, but now
cat lovers have a place to call
home as the feline-occupied
Blue Cat Café opened Saturday in East Austin. It’s a dream
many years in the making for
owner Rebecca Gray, who
walked the city streets earlier
this year in a wig “meowing”
and requesting donations for a
Kickstarter campaign that ultimately earned her more than

CONTRIBUTED BY
TOM MCCARTHY JR.

$60,000.
Not long after, she found
a partner in Jacques Casimir, who, when visiting one
of Tokyo’s more than 60 cat
cafés, searched the Web for
a place like it in the United

We’ve got a Discount Deal
for the Holidays
that’s as BIG
as your
heart. Now
thru Nov 1.
HURRY!

States. Casimir came upon
Gray’s closed Kickstarter
site and reached out to her
through Facebook. The two
self-identified “crazy cat
Café continued on D6

waves of sound on ‘The Waterfall’

Studio on the beach
explains the brightness
of band’s new album.
By Peter Blackstock
pblackstock@statesman.com

Open a physical copy of My
Morning Jacket’s new album
“The Waterfall” to its gatefold
and you’re greeted by a stunning photo of the five band
members descending a hillside
toward an impossibly utopian beach cove. They’re silhouetted against a sunset sky that
bathes the gentle waves upon
the water in radiant orange

Purchase the Holiday Shopping
Card for a contribution
of $50, and receive an
amazing 20% discount
on regularly-priced items
at Collectic Home AND at
130+ other stores in Austin!

and gold.
That’s pretty good scenery
for a band whose landlocked
hometown of Louisville, Kentucky, has its pastoral pleasures but knows no such manner of majestic beauty. No
surprise, then, that the band
chose this location, a recording studio that overlooks
Northern California’s tuckedaway jewel Stinson Beach, to
make their latest album, “The
Waterfall.”
“You can’t take a bad picture at Stinson Beach,” My
Morning Jacket drummer
Jacket continued on D6
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Get a Great Deal.
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Austin-based photo collective Lakes Were Rivers created an installation called “Swan
Cycle” at the historic Driscoll Villa at the Contemporary Austin, Laguna Gloria. Part of the
“Strange Pilgrims” exhibit,“Swan Cycle” includes historical photos of Clara Driscoll and
her time at Laguna. CONTRIBUTED

Exhibit
continued from D1

two sites for the show,
which takes its name from
a collection of stories by
Gabriel Garcia Marquez.
Its downtown Jones Center, its 14 acres of lakeside
grounds at Laguna Gloria
and the historic Driscoll
Villa there, and even the
historic gatehouse building at Laguna — all are utilized to inventively display art.
And in a somewhat rare
collaboration between a
city-centered arts organization and the University
of Texas, nearly a third of
“Strange Pilgrims” is on
view at the University of
Texas’ Visual Arts Center.
More than 2 ½ years in
the making, initiated as
soon as the Contemporary came under the leadership of director Louis Grachos, “Strange Pilgrims” feels a bit like a
declarative gesture — in a
good way.
Its focus on experiential art keys off Austin’s
festival culture and the
city’s penchant for participation — especially anything outdoors — and signals the Contemporary’s
leadership has read Austin’s spirited personality
correctly.
The show is accompanied by a suitably weighty

Roger Hiorns’“A Retrospective View of the Pathway” is
activated once a week. CONTRIBUTED BY BRIAN FITZSIMMONS

catalog with scholarly
essays.
Published by UT Press
and with essays by several UT scholars, it’s a sign
that the Contemporary
is serious about making
a lasting contribution to
the erudition surrounding
contemporary art.
In terms of local cultural politics, there’s much
to be positively said about
the Contemporary’s
engagement with UT —
both the use of the Visual
Arts Center and the participation of UT art scholars.
But unfortunately,
in practical terms, the
on-campus Visual Arts
Center is hardly accessi-

ble for all but the most
intrepid off-campus art
fan. The center lacks evening and Sunday hours,
too, though it is open Saturday afternoons. And
with so many of the exhibit’s most ambitious projects on view at the UT
center, one wonders
how many will ultimately
experience the entirety of
this impressive experiential show.
Inspired by Garcia Marquez’s stories of travelers and their journeys,
“Strange Pilgrims” asks
the public to make one of
their own.
Contact Jeanne Claire van
Ryzin at 512-445-3699.

REGISTER FOR
A HOME RUN

Bruce Nauman’s “Green Light Corridor” evokes claustrophobia and anxiety. CONTRIBUTED BY
ERIKA BARAHONA EDE.

NOW
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• Austin’s finest pre-lit trees
• Trees from Santa’s Own & Barcana – 3’ to 12’
• In-house repairs & tree relighting
• Custom decorated wreaths & garland
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Austin’s One Stop Christmas Shop
The largest 10K in
Texas is also an annual
Austin tradition.
Experience a beloved local
race, represented in 2016
by Olympic Silver Medalist
Leo Manzano.
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